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Build and Maintain Honey Bee Colonies, Extract Your Own Honey and Harvest Beeswax with This

Step-By-Step Guide to Beekeeping!Building and maintaining honey bee colonies is an empowering

hobby and the rewards are plentiful. Besides boosting yields in your garden,Â you also receive

some of natureâ€™s sweetest gifts: delicious honey and nourishing beeswax.The art of beekeeping

is an extremely rewarding practice and contrary to common belief, extremely safe and easy. All you

need is some guidance to get you started and this is exactly what this guide provides.Â This

easy-to-follow guide is carefully tailored toward â€˜bee-ginnersâ€™ as well as more advanced

apiarists.Â This essential beekeeping guide covers the following:Â An Introduction to BeekeepingAll

You Need to Know About Honey BeesHow to Hive Your First Bee ColonyHow to Safely Manage

and Inspect Your BeehiveHow to Raise BeesSeasonal Beekeeping TasksHow to Deal with

Common ProblemsHow to Harvest Honey and beeswaxHow to Make Beeswax Body Lotion and

CandlesAnd much more!This is all presented with clear explanations, photos, and

diagramsDownload This Essential Beekeeping Guide Today and Kickstart Your Bee-Venture!
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I'm super happy I got the chance to peruse this book. It's exceptionally elegantly composed and

whether you have an apiary to mange or you're simply inquisitive like me, this will be a wonderful

read. There are loads of valuable tips on how you can keep your beecolony from swarming, being

burglarized, getting illnesses and what you can do to ensure that your honey bees survive an

unforgiving winter. Honey bee hiving is difficult so you truly require a legitimate learning. With this

book, you realize every one of them here. This book is meriting for a high appraising. Amazing book

An excellent introduction to Beekeeping and I've bought already 2 books on beekeeping, this is the

best so far! Covers everything in a well laid out, narrative style and Well organized and illustrated,

leaves little out. If you are interested in bees or beekeeping it is the best I think. Start with this book.

Good coverage of the three most popular types of hives, their variants and reasons for each style.

Diseases and pests also well covered.I recommended this book.

I found this book to be very informative and in depth on all subjects involving beekeeping, especially

for beginners and non-commercial beekeeping. Mr. Andy has been deeply involved with bees and

keeping them for years and his experience and wisdom are reflected in this latest edition. It covers

care, feeding and equipment. And of course honey extraction. It also includes, making process of

beeswax body lotion and candles. This is a must read for someone considering going into

beekeeping.

This book definitely covers the basics and is easy to read with some good photos. However, there

are a number of typos and it generally feels like a brochure and doesn't cover some things that I

would have liked to learn more about (like the daily routine of the hive).

Informative. An excellent introduction to Beekeeping. The book starts with a review of different bees

and their characteristics and the following chapters covers everything you need about beekeeping

to maximize your crop when it's time to harvest the golden honey. Throughout this book you will

about all the accessories and tools you need for your beehive. You will learn what to look for during

your very first inspection in the colonized beehive as well as the coming inspections until the day it's

time to harvest the honey. There are lots of useful tips on how you can prevent your bee colony

from swarming, being robbed, getting diseases and what you can do to make sure that your bees

survive a harsh winter. It would be good for the person who is interested in beekeeping; but just

doing a little research to see if beekeeping is for them or just something for them to support.



It was a good book with nice content. However, there were grammatical errors throughout the book

and section breaks that made the referenced photos appear other than referenced. But it was a

quick read and one that would be good for the person who is interested in beekeeping; but just

doing a little research to see if beekeeping is for them or just something for them to support.

I have heard of beekeeping as a business but not as a hobby. I mean, isn't it dangerous? This book

will guide you through beekeeping from the introduction to the setup to the management to

harvesting and more. It contains every single detail you need to know about your bees - the different

types. It even teaches you how to make products from the beeswax for your own benefit. You may

find it bizarre and scary but it's also thrilling and exciting.Great selection!

I grabbed this book for the sake of knowledge. We don't have a beehive to manage and I just really

think it's a good subject to read about and I'm super glad I got to read this book. It's very well written

and whether you have a beehive to mange or you're just curious like me, this is going to be an

awesome read. You'll learn a lot of surprising thing about bees and beehives. I felt the urge to

manage one of my own, although it does't seem easy. You need proper tools and a lot of time to be

effective at beekeeping.
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